Abstract
The emergence of post-industrialisation and, with it, the knowledge economy has firmly placed education as the primary tool of social mobility. A direct and clear consequence of this human capital discourse of “access equals success” is that there are more and more individuals reading for degrees in U.K. HEIs. As a result, we are in a situation of graduate inflation; in other words, there are fewer graduate jobs than graduates, leading to graduate unemployment and underemployment. This context is the starting point of the research project which this paper will discuss. In the situation of fewer graduate jobs than graduates and the relative cancelling out of educational capital, via a devaluation of educational capital, this research asked, “do other forms of capital influence graduate trajectories?” or, more specifically: “does social class, with a priori levels of capital, play a directive role in graduate employment trajectories?” Grounded in the life histories of 27 University graduates and framed through Bourdieusian social theory, this paper will illustrate the directive influence of habitus and capital on my respondents’ educational and (graduate) employment trajectories.
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